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Wenzel is a forty-five-year-old mother of two. As a

seventeen-year breast cancer survivor, she has made it her
goal to help Dr. Susan Love Research Foundation’s Army of
Women initiative reach their target of recruiting one million women to help determine the cause
of breast cancer. Pam grew up in Gig Harbor, Washington and now lives in McKinney, Texas, with
her husband, Rusty, and their two children, Palmer and Stevie.
Pam’s passion for spa water began a few years ago on a weekend golf trip to the beautiful
Hyatt Tamaya in Albuquerque, New Mexico. It was there, after observing her husband’s frequent
trips to the elegant beverage server in the guest lobby, that she realized spa water could not
only be the perfect solution to the ever-present challenge of providing her family with a healthier
hydration choice, but could also justify the purchase of that gorgeous beverage server that she’d
had her eye on.
Over one hundred delicious test recipes, twenty-five beautiful beverage servers, and many
elegant wine glasses later (everything tastes better in a wine glass), sip by sip Pam’s spa water
journey led her down a creative path to a better hydration choice and continues to create a sense
of peace and well-being for her entire family.
In support of research to find the cause of breast cancer, a portion of the proceeds from the
sale of Spa Water will benefit the Dr. Susan Love Research Foundation. Pam encourages readers to
join the Army of Women and become one in a million, and learn how adequate hydration can help
lower the risk of cancer. Find out more at www.armyofwomen.org and www.mySpaWater.com.
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